Schedule

I hope you're enjoying the awesome weather we have been having! No matter
where you are in the Northern Hemisphere, growing season is here and the days
are longer.

Since we began having a garden, we always had the goal of having everything
planted Memorial Day weekend. Last year we got it done on my due date for our
youngest daughter. She still came late! This year we were a bit behind due to
needing extra equipment and celebrating our little one's 1st birthday.

Chris' dad was amazing and brought his tractor over to help us create our garden
space. That thing has a 6ft tiller attachment and I wasn't even home to see it
work! We were blessed with lots of rocks in the dirt, which made a simple project
not so simple. After a neighbor stopped by to introduce himself, we found out that
the original owner of the house dug out the lower driveway and placed all the
rocks right where we decided to put our garden. It was bound to happen, it's just
the luck we have. We also found out that our garden is the first one this property
has ever seen and it seems to be getting a lot of attention. Talk about putting on
some pressure to do justice to the house and property!

I also got to the herb garden, finally. I was determined to get it done all in one
day and I was so close! It was finished the next day and it was worth it. Read
more about it in this week's post!

I thought after that marathon that I'd be content with not getting my hands dirty
for a few days. I failed horribly! Not only did I buy more plants, I also purchased
an item I found on Craigslist for a future project. I may be allergic to cats, but
plants treat me ok. Call me the Plant-Lady!

Take some time this week to channel your inner plant-lady and remember to
#lovethelifeyoulive,

Christina

Weekly Round-Up
Probiotics protect bees from an infection associated with colony collapse
disorder
10 Numbers That Show How Much Farmland We’re Losing to Development
Organic insect deterrent for agriculture
Importing food damages domestic environment
Tick bite protection: New CDC study adds to the promise of permethrintreated clothing
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